
INVOKE FAS Compta-Report
The solution for increased reliability of your 
publications while reducing production time

Produce with full peace of mind customized reporting 
documents and statements (annual report, notes, IFRS 
statements, …), in record time.

Invoke FAS Compta-Report ensures the consistent 
presentation of published information and eliminates 
risk of errors when data is updated in upstream systems.

It also offers considerable time savings in the production 
phases, ensuring the complete traceability of all 
information up to the final documents.

 Automated production of your financial 
publications

 Interfacing with all accounting systems 
on the market

 Adapting to your presentation standards for 
reporting customized to the image of your 
organization

 Pooling of the configuration parameters 
between several entities

 The complete linking of information from 
the accounting system to the final report

 The capacity to produce financial information 
adhering to the latest standards (integrated  
XBRL converter)

Key strengths

The Invoke added advantage 
Integrated office automation tools  
directly linked to your data

Take advantage of the high level of customization for 
your publications through the integrated spreadsheet 
and word-processing applications. These standard 
tools, enhanced by functionalities specifically adapted 
to your business, will provide you with additional 
productivity gains:

 aggregation of tables & graphics within the notes,

 use of variables to automatically update amounts 
and text in your reports,

 complete traceability by a simple click for all 
documents.

The familiar environment ensures that users are up and 
running with the application almost instantaneously.

INVOKE FAS Compta-Report
Standardize production  

of your financial reporting
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Reduce production times  
for your publications 

QQ AutomaticQinput: data importing interfaces 
adaptable to multiple sources.

QQ NativeQbusinessQlineQrules: breakdown of 
accounting balances facilitated by proposed 
operators (allocation by third-party…)

QQ Real-timeQcalculations: dynamic updating of all 
tables and notes when data is modified.

QQ OptimizedQparameterization: the same 
parameterization standards shared by all 
documents.

Ensuring the reliability  
of information presented

QQ ComprehensiveQauditQtrails: justification of the 
detail for each amount by a simple click including in 
the notes.

QQ DataQsecurity: centralization of all information 
published in a database.

QQ OverallQconsistency: tree-oriented architecture for 
parameterization to ensure concordance between 
internal and external documents (XBRL approach).

QQ AssistedQandQcontrolledQinput: identification of 
anomalies, including in the customized data input 
masks.

QQ InternalQcontrols: creation of books of internal 
control statements (analysis of accounts, validation 
of IFRS tax returns before transmission to the 
consolidation department)

Account reporting management 
adapted to your organization

QQ MonitoringQbyQreportingQschedule: coordination 
of work with all participants.

QQ FacilitatedQadministration: precise management 
of authorizations and monitoring of the audit of 
activities.

QQ SharingQofQreports: providing books containing 
statements adapted according to user profiles.

QQ DocumentQcustomization: considerable freedom 
in document formatting through integrated 
spreadsheet and word-processing tools.

QQ DistributionQofQpublications: export into Word, 
Excel, PDF, HTML, XML, XBRL formats.

 ContainmentQofQerrorQrisks: 
last-minute updating during closing periods 
implemented across all financial statements.

 InformationQsharing: publish information 
no longer based on a multitude of Word and 
Excel files

 AnQofficeQapplicationQapproach: facilitating 
easy parameterization by users

 EconomiesQofQscale: time savings at 
the level of an entity multiplied when 
parameterization is shared

 HomogeneousQinformation: complete 
consistency between tables and notes (note 
references, references between tables, …)

Measurable benefits

“  With FAS Compta-Report, only a few minutes 
are required to produce a new analytical statement 
that with Excel would require a full day ”

The following have opted in favor of FAS Compta-Report: 
AG2R LA MONDIALE, BNP PARISBAS LEASE GROUP,  
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE, VINCI.


